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LiveSource your next winning trade with unique indicators, bots and tools
Led by traders and quants, Dash 2 Trade offers a Crypto Analytics and Trading Tools platform. Gain an edge with our 'signals' and access a variety of automated trading tools for enhanced trading.

Launch App See short explainer video
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10,000+

possible strategies

Our highly versatile backtester allows you to test an enormous amount of different strategies and indicator to find the systematised trading approaches that work.

5

guides

Learn the most important principles that make people stop losing money. Our guides help you use indicators effectively.

2

trading bots

Dash 2 Trade allows users to do their own algorithmic trading with DCA and Grid bots. More bot unique bot types will be released soon. Easy to set up and all you need is to connect your exchange.

400+

coin pairs

Track analytics for hundreds of coins and tokens to hunt for the next profitable trade.
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Algorithmic Bot  Trader & Backtester
Avoid missing out on profitable trading opportunities. Build and execute your own profitable trading strategies on auto-pilot. D2T users will be able to copy the most profitable traders on the platform or build their own DCA, grid, and other strategies using 10+ technical indicators.
Launch App







Access to actionable  Insight and unique  social indicators
Dash 2 Trade provides unique indicators like social metrics. Many major market movements are dictated by socio-cultural movements in the space. Social signals are one of the most important factors in this space as value is driven by perception first and technical factors second.
Launch App







SIGNALS AND IMPORTANT MARKET EVENTS
Systematic Crypto Trading offer some of the most interesting opportunities in the crypto space. Dash 2 Trade helps give clarity of information to the market and provide unique signals and indicators for users to track and decide their next trade.
Launch App









IntroducingD2t token
The Dash 2 Trade analytics dashboard operates on top of the Ethereum blockchain. The native digital asset of the project is the D2T token, which is an ERC-20 token. D2T is a utility token that offers its holders a range of benefit such as access to the Dash 2 Trade dashboard.

Get D2TClaim D2T


D2T token listed on








ENJOY the Membership Benefits

View Pricing plans


Strategy Builder
Build, backtest and optimize your trading strategy using a DCA, grid and indicator-based trading strategies.


Crypto Trading Signals
Maximize your profits with crypto signals powered by technical indicators and Quants.


Grid Bots
Our Grid bot utilizes advanced algorithms to capture profits in volatile markets.



DCA Bots
Set your investment strategy and let our DCA bot automate your crypto purchases at regular intervals.






# smart-money-insightGet insights of why things happening in the crypto market. Rate hikes, smart wallet tracking - its all in there to stay on top of the market and learn why things are happening

💸

# trading-setup reviewsFollow and learn from trades from a profitable trader. Our trader posts his trades in real time.

📈


🔥



About ourCommunity

We grow our community by being the catalyst for winning trades. The more informed and successful our community, the further the Dash2Trade project reaches.  Our dedicated Discord group is open for all. We invite you to come learn, gather insights, and network. Become an effective master of your coins, evolve your trading strategies with Dash2Trade.
 Join Discord


Experience all the perks
Start your intelligent trading now, with a click of a button. Inexperienced? Try & learn with no risk. Proficient trader? Put your strategies into action. Pick a plan that suits your needs most.


 
D2TSAVE 15% 
ETH

Free Tier
Free
Try for freeGet a feel for the platform
	
Basic Cryptocurrencies info Summary
	
Trending Coins/Social Analytics access
	
Event Streams
	
Backtester (1 per month)



Professional Tier (1 year)
$120 for 12 months of access
Subscribe, pay in  
 ETH
Grants 1 year of access to all of Dash 2 Trade features
	
DCA Bots
	
Grid Bots
	
Technical Market Events
	
Unlimited Backtests
	
Signal Engine Bots (coming soon)







Frequently asked questions
Join Discord and Ask Us
What is the idea behind Dash 2 Trade?





The main vision of Dash 2 Trade is to have an all-in-one dashboard to meet crypto trading needs for retail.

Firstly we see ourselves as an on-ramp for the versatile trading space that crypto has to offer. We want to convert the typical crypto user to the successful crypto trader. This means a lower barrier to entries to various aspects of the trading space - like coming up with and testing a strategy.

Second - We want Dash 2 Trade to be a consistent and independent source of signal and actionable insight. This we aim to offer in various ways by presenting unique information from the crypto markets to users

And Third - We aim to build a strong trading community. 'Social Trading' is a concept that we have clear ideas on how to execute - mainly through trading competitions and signal sharing. We want to create the environment that facilitates this and engages the community with the Dash 2 Trade platform.





Is dash 2 trade a dex or cex?





Neither - it is a trading analytics tool. We do have an integration with cex in the form of an auto trading tool that is in development. This means you can connect your exchange/brokers API to our system and set up automated trades that are routed through your preferred CEX for execution.





What is the minimum subscription duration for Dash2Trade?





One year. Given the transaction costs of the Ethereum network the first V1 Subscription Smart Contracts will require a minimum of 1 year subscription.





How can I buy D2T token?





1
Firstly, make sure you have a MetaMask account ready (for mobile users we recommend using Trust Wallet).


2
Go straight to the buy page for D2T on Uniswap by clicking here. Make sure you are on https://app.uniswap.org/ before you proceed


3
Click on the ‘Connect’ button and select your wallet option to enable Uniswap to interact with your wallet. Make sure you are connected to the Ethereum network.


4
Once connected you can buy D2T tokens using ETH or USDT. Just choose the amount of D2T tokens you wish to buy and click ‘Swap’.


5
Take note of the price impact, minimum received, and network fee before proceeding. Check the order details, then click ‘Confirm Swap’








What the D2T data policy? 





Find the privacy policy of dash2trade at the bottom of our landing page.





How do the pre-set strategies get populated





We have written a script that test many different configurations of coins and indicators automatically. Some of the interesting results are added to the presets so that users can learn from this.





How can I cancel my tiers subscription?





Subscriptions can be cancelled by contacting support through Discord. Depending on the subscription you chose and the time you have used the platform you may or may not be eligible for subscription cancellation and partial refund.





How can I contact Dash2Trade for customer support?





The best way to get in contact with Dash2Trade is to create a ticket in the support section on the Dash2Trade Discord server. You can access the server by using the link below. In the server you will find the support section where you can create a ticket, and you will be able to receive assistance from Dash2Trade's customer support team.





Where can I claim my D2T tokens from pre-sale?





Go to claim.dash2trade.com, make sure you have enough ETH for gas fees. After claiming don't forget to add the D2T contract so you can "see" the tokens in your wallet.
Add D2T contract to the wallet by "adding a custom token" within the wallet settings. Be sure to add the correct D2T Address: 0x4Dd942bAa75810a3C1E876e79d5cD35E09C97A76
Decimal: 18
Network: ETH
Token Symbol: D2T





Can I try Dash2Trade for free before subscribing?





You have the free tier, which won't have all the features on it. We do not offer a free trial on the starter or Premium offering.





Can I change my personal details?





You can change your AI avatar and your username in the "My Profile" page





What indicators are included in Dash2Trade?





The list of indicators that Dash2trade users is always expanding with user requests and new data streams being added. You can find an exhaustive indicator list and their explanation under the 'guides' section.











Built for the future.

Launch App




D2T is Live
Launch App
Stay Updated
Subscribe to newsletter
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By making use of this platform you agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Dash 2 Trade and any affiliates, partners, officers, directors, agents, contractors, licensors, service providers, subcontractors, suppliers, marketers, interns, and employees harmless from any claim or lawsuit, including reasonable lawyer's fees, made by any third party due to or arising from the loss of any custom data, auto-trading (bots) configured, and from any damage that such loss could cause in any applicable laws, rules, or regulations.
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